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Smooth evening of new work

Dancing between humour and art Dance at York: A Fine Madness

J. BRETT ABBEY
Toronto Choreographer Peggy 
McCann has always found humour 
in life's everyday events. In the past, 
her bright, funny and likeable 
presentations of dance have often 
left her audiences wanting more. It is 
no wonder so many people turned 
out last weekend at Harbourfront to 
witness the premiere of four 
pieces of McCann artistry.

And she once again proved it 
possible to work in and inhabit an 
area of space somewhere between 
humour and art. However, while 
McCann s simple (occasionally 
obvious) choreographic endeavours 
require her dancers to add 
personality than technique, some of 
the programme lacked the vibrant 
energy that so typifies McCann’s 
work.

For Better or For Worse, a light 
entertaining look at couples opened

hPr g a"r °n l S0lemn note the same song in a nightclub, 
with a look at the individual Dancers Kim Frank and loan 
thoughts of couples kept secret from Phillips orientate themselves in

tZ »"d - - * - «
couple s arms reach

ft. AMwith the versatility and imagination

EHEiilEHiilhanH Dance forJa"tce- on the otljer ally creates a unique balance 
hand, rev.tal.zes the performance by between humour and art. As for the
D.dak iT8 3 S0 ° dauCCd by Janice b,ack box, dancer Danielle Belec’s 
Dulak. lt was a smooth and rhythmic seductive use of technique and 
enteru.n.ng look at life in the fast enhancement virtually seduces the 
lane -appropriately demonstrated. box into following her every 

Not until the presentation of Sans ment. Sans Souci simply is McCann 
Soun, is a little of the McCann spark and her dancers at their best, 
seen. Unce again she demonstrates 
her ability to mobilize everyday 
objects. In this instance, she makes 
use of two benches, and a rather 
large black box in a situational look 
at the reflections and dreams 
individual ladies have upon hearing

>•new

move-
ni imore
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The final piece on the programme. 

Class of 62, examined the various 
pretensions and feelings of a late 
50 s rock and roll generation. At 

this point McCann’s female cast of 
dancers are joined by three male 
dancers (who it would seem are) 
used only to create a balance 
between male and female partici
pants at a dance. It will suffice to say 
that the male dancers paled in U 
comparison to the females.

be possible to break the boundaries Containing little more than a ^ 
show at the Actor's Lab rais’el m"!nv PLtraditi°nal sCa6in8- Tb* does not series of jitter-bug, disco and slow *1
questions: For example' how did l SeemS ob,i6atory danCe Stfeps’ Class °f '62 « remini- %
play so poorly realized^make it to the 'nftead of deductive, although the *cent .of many past attempts at "9
staged setl are beautifully compact and depicting this era in history. There A

The text, by Richard Nieoczym is e3Cph bas a distin« aura. has no significantly new
the foremost of many problems P$’ parti_cu,ar sets sPurn Pproach add^d t0 McCann’s view.
Presumably about a Japanese „rnf l reach int0 herself and n°u 3ny V,S,ble si«ns of giving an 
Canadian woman’s search for self ^ ,theL occasional intense otherwise overworked era in history,
the script draws from the Bible non m°ment’ In her Passages are as a new v«tality.
poetry (school of Rod McKuenj and Indlband^e^toT1 ^ ^ ^ S?11, McCann and dancers
occidental simplifications of oriental Obokata is extrem I Cf lgno*lance; aged to fill the evening with simple,
philosophies. In a 15 page vital Also ^ ^ ^ SOmetimes humourous expositions
‘interpretation’ of the play, jLie ' across the st ge vZhT °" ^ Akhough
Kim suggests that the playwright accomoanvin» -fZ' ,th. an entirely on Par with her past 
tries to activate a sharper wjth a vefv 1tlVC’ are done exploits, the new works do find ways 
awareness of female self and to offer breathine flowinn' !■ presence"a under your skin, thus making an
another way of life for women.” frees g'f the !?g mCerity' emPty evening enjoyable. Combine
How very generous of Mr. as a full blown rtfr Wf prfented this with the rhythmically smooth
Nieoczym. Aside from this when! 1at Î'T^alproducti°n a?d technically exceptional talents

presumptuous offer, the writer has workshoo level nLf ’ °u V 3t 3 of company dancer Danielle Belec
only sporadically given the actress, politics aL the ZZ 8 Wth ST3 3nd the result is very satisfying.
Dawn Obokata, material with which h feminlst equ.vilant
she could sustain a performance ofrac.al memory „ fraught with
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Lab experiment fails I

iW. HURST
Faces of the Moon.

:

York dancers in early rehearsals of modern dance classic.

W. HURST
The York Dance Department presents its annual Spring Concert in 
Burton auditorium, from March 24 to 26, at 8:00 p.m. There is a soecial 
matinee Friday, March 25 at 2 p.m. Most choreography is by both faculty 
and students; all performers are students. However, a highlight of this
y!ara COnS5,rt sbould be Water Study- which was first performed fifty 
years ago^The choreography, by dance pioneer Doris Humphrey, has not 
only stood the test o time; it-is recognized as a classis piece of twentieth 
century dance art. There is no musical score so the dancers, all women 
must rely on a sensitivity to one another's movement dynamics. That the 
York Dance Department has been allowed to mount this work is a 
testament to the excellence of its programme, and the talents of its
SoSXd0f S2'50 "Ul bt “ -he Dance
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passive, stilled woman at the end of 
the play is the example of new-found 
life.

Dawn Obokata’s performance 
rises above the script but not very
far. Given a variety of personae and POWBT (0 CuBnOC
roles, she doesn’t slip out of 
character, she leaps. Portraying an ,
aged and, of course, wise Japanese difficulty speaking English and ques- 
woman, Obakata is bent and slow, tl0ns were translated by Susana 

moment but bounding into the Wald. The discussion was lengthy,
air, the next. Her voice, in this partly because of interest but also
passage, is an approximation of age because of a language barrier. How-
not imitation or representation. In ever. Zeller did clearly outline the
another section a speech about the Problems artists must face in some 
very real biblical debasement of nations. He said that the suppres-
women is only that: a speech. The sion of surrealism “is not a question
ravaged pain and scorn is never belief or rights, but politics." In 
evident in the monotonous vocals or some places, surrealists cannot hang 
smooth body movement. Chants and their work- they cannot publish 
songs are delivered in a Western magazines or books,” Zeller sug- 
musical form, not in the Japanese gested that the reason for these 
pentatonic scale. problems'is “surrealism cannot be

However, Obokata does glean domesticated." He continued, 
moments of great theatrical power Authoritarian societies devour us. 
from the script and her use of props The PrinciPle of pleasure in surreal- 
is expecially deft. She seems to have lsm *s n_ot accepted." When asked if 
a self-conciousness that has this isn’t true of all art he replied, "I
transcended to quiet self-awareness. *-hat surrealism is especially
Unfortunately, she cannot overcome dangerous because it has no pretense 
this stillness when necessary making a literary school or a
Working with a red scarf and scythe, Pajntin6 school-there is an effort to 
her body resposes in a quality cause tota* change."
stillness which is without tension, Wald added that, “surrealism 
sublimely attuned to forthcoming wants and allows for complete 

t act'on; However, her slash at the freedom. She argued, however, that
scarf is sluggish when it should be this art form “does not teach anyone
swift. rebelliousness unless it comes from

The staging is an arrangement of within." 
shrines and sites of experience, with According to Zeller, “Creation is 
each area invoking particular the Power we hold but we have no
revelations. With the audience contro1 over the finished material
interspersed among the sets it could once is consumed.”

Surreal creation has <^T(

cont'd from pg. 11
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The one and only 
Southern Comfort.

i
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——»Jf It tastes downright 
friendly.
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